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Smash this end w/ a hammer
to make it look like the zombie
is breaking out! Be careful.
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Get: (6) 6ft x 5 3/8” pressure treated pine fence boards and 14 ft. of 1 1/4” x 1 1/4” wood
Cut fence boards as shown below. If your boards have those little “dog ear” cuts on one end, try to keep these on the bottom but don’t worry
about them as they won’t affect the end result much at all.

Questions? Zombie@HauntedHotSauce.com
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Nail or screw all of these pieces together.

Questions? Zombie@HauntedHotSauce.com
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If you have to, nail
or screw a block of
wood to the back
of your coffin and
support i t  with
another piece of
wood. Cover this
with some old
branches.

Get a small plastic grocery bag, stuff it with newspaper and put a cool, creepy, realistic Halloween mask over it. Poke
a hole in the bottom of your “head” and stick it on a wooden cross structure.

Then, fill a large plastic garbage bag with wadded up newspaper and with a staple gun, staple it to the cross apparatus
to resemble the body. Cover the body with an old jacket or an old piece of dirty cloth. Not much of the body will be
showing so don’t spend too much time worrying about that.

Place your zombie in his coffin and place the lid on top, slanted so that he is visible through the broken area in the door.
Stick a shovel in the ground next to him and hang an old oil lantern from it. Complete the effect by placing a tombstone
behind him that says “If you read this little rhyme, soon on your flesh this corpse will dine”  Enjoy!
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